A Case Study in Well-Intentioned
Intervention in High Control Groups
This report addresses the presumably well-intentioned interventions of one professional
into a High Control Group. The study of Dr. Jeanette Harder's interventions in Plain and
Amish contexts illuminates how problematic and damaging it can be to intervene
without the expertise of advocates and survivors who have lived inside the
communities. It is the hope of The Misfit Amish, A Better Way, and Into Account that
this case study will be useful more generally as a guide to interventions to support
survivors and prevent violence in High Control Groups.

The Misfit Amish LLC was founded by Mary Byler to create a secular location to
provide information about Amish and Plain people in an attempt to bridge the gap
between the Amish and Plain people and the English. The Misfit Amish aims to
provide resources for former Plain people as well. Visit themisfitamish.com.

A Better Way is a Christian organization that equips caring people to prevent,
recognize, and respond correctly to abuse. A Better Way provides direct advocacy to
survivors, and educates churches, first responders, and law enforcement. Hope Anne
Dueck is a co-founder of A Better Way, and was raised in a very plain Mennonite
community. Visit abetterway.org.

Into Account provides support for survivors & allies seeking justice, accountability, &
recovery in Christian contexts. Into Account was co-founded by Dr. Stephanie Krehbiel
and Jay Yoder. Visit intoaccount.org

Case Outline
Dr. Jeanette Harder, CMSW is a University
Professor who has a career history
specializing in child sexual violence policy
in Christian faith contexts.
In 2015, through a non-profit organization
with strong Mennonite Church USA ties, Dr.
Harder was asked whether she could
provide trainings on providing Child
Welfare and Law Enforcement
interventions for survivors of violence in
Amish and Plain contexts.
Dr. Harder prepared to educate providers
by visiting an Amish community and
speaking to Amish people.
At some point in her conversations with
Amish and Plain communities she became
acquainted with Allen Hoover, a member of
an Old Order Mennonite Community who
helped form an internal system for
responding to sexual violence and abuse in
Amish and Plain sects, called Conservative
Crisis Interventions (CCI). He currently
serves as a liaison between child welfare,
law enforcement and Amish and Plain
communities in Pennsylvania.
Dr. Harder trusted Amish and Plain leaders,
and families and members chosen by
them, to discuss and demonstrate an
accurate picture of day-to-day life in Amish
and Plain communities.
Perhaps unbeknownst to Dr. Harder, Allen
Hoover and many of her Amish and Plain
partners, as well as her academic
colleagues working closely with them, are
openly hostile to advocates and survivors
who have been cast out.

Dr. Harder deepened her partnership and
work with Allen Hoover, parroting his
explanations of the CCIs.
Dr. Harder compiled information gathered
from Allen Hoover, other Plain and Amish
leaders and their chosen spokespeople,
and used this as the basis to train over 425
providers from 94 agencies about Amish
and Plain cultures, beliefs, and practices.
Dr. Harder became both embedded in
Amish leadership's networks of leaders
who interfaced with Child Welfare and law
enforcement regarding sexual violence and
abuse, and became known among
providers as an expert on Amish and Plain
cultures and communities. She legitimized
Amish and Plain internal systems to
outside providers.
Dr. Harder co-authored a book with Allen
Hoover for Amish and Plain communities
about sexual violence and abuse, in which
she upholds more Amish and Plain internal
systems, including child-victim-blaming
sex education literature, treatment
facilities approved by Amish and Plain
leaders that do not follow mandatory
reporting laws and use abusive and
debunked "treatments", and CCIs.
Dr. Harder published blogs, academic and
popular culture articles similar to her
trainings, and began research into Amish
and Plain communities all without
including survivors or advocates who had
been cast out.

Who are "The Amish"?
A shared understanding of the spectrum of beliefs
and cultures in Amish, Plain, Old Order and
various Conservative Mennonite sects is
necessary to form a shared understanding of
appropriate violence prevention and intervention
strategies in these contexts.
Are Amish and Plain sects and people — as they
are often understood — a simple folk living gentle
values-based and faithful lives, dedicated to
historic crafts like farming, woodcraft, and good
home cooking?
Does cultural competence mean service providers
can't factor in the usual critical lenses of
intersectionality and systemic oppression when
building understanding of why violence happens?

Theological Sexual Ethics
Belief in the leadership
and superiority of men.
Shame-based beliefs
about sexual sin and
purity.
Belief in the innate
temptation present in girls'
and women's bodies,
making girls/women guilty.
Belief in the innate
violence of men's sexual
desires, making men
innocent.
Belief that girls' and
women's behavior causes
men's violence.

Amish and Plain Sects are Patriarchal High Control Groups
There is no need to romanticize or idealize Amish and Plain sects in order to prevent
and intervene in violence in Amish and Plain contexts. In fact, it is harmful to do so.
High Control Groups intentionally create barriers between the sect and the outside
world. Leaders and authorities in High Control Groups are invested in protecting the
reputation of the sect, which includes covering up and/or enabling violence and
dismissing, silencing, and harshly punishing survivors who speak out.

Appropriate Interventions for Survivors in High Control Religious Sects
Be led and informed by survivors and
advocates from within the context,
especially those who were cast out.
Provide gentle support and empowerment
by providing survivors with clear options
and information.
Build trust slowly, at survivors' pace.
Take care not to become a new authority
figure. Do not be directive.

Pay attention to survivors' fears of what
their community's responses will be.
Stalking, shunning, humiliating, and
denigrating survivors is common.
Help survivors to build a network of
support outside of the community/sect.
Use consistent, direct, clear
communication.
Do not trust leaders of High Control
Groups.

Patriarchal High Control Religious Sect Barriers to Survivor Support
Survivors of violence in High Control Religious Sects are separated from supportive interventions
by community behaviors, theological controls, and outsider-maligning beliefs.
These barriers are intentional, meant to maintain leaders' authoritative control over community
members, and to prevent outsider intervention.
Outsider intervention is required to support survivors and prevent future violence.
Those best equipped to provide intervention are expert survivors and advocates who have lived
inside the community, and those whose work is led and informed by these survivors and
advocates.
Cultural competence = Providing survivor support and intervention that is a) led and informed by
survivors and advocates who have been inside the community, and b) critical of the High Control
Group's abuse-enabling beliefs, behaviors, and controls that allow abuse to flourish and that
punish and humiliate survivors.
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Behaviors that Re-traumatize and Betray Survivors
Aligning with, partnering with, and/or
trusting leaders of the High Control Group
Supporting the High Control Group's
internal systems for responding to
violence

Encouraging outside first responders and
service providers to trust, align, or partner
with High Control Group leaders
Encouraging outside responders to trust
High Control Group's internal systems

Advocates and Survivors From Within the Community
Are Cast Out to Protect the Group's Brand
One of the most effective methods of a High Control Group is the punishment and
humiliation of anyone who challenges the controlling behavior, theology, or culture of the
Group. For Amish and Plain sects, there is also a desire to protect the reputation of the
Amish and Plain brand for those who make extensive profits from tourism. Any Amish or
Plain community member who takes concerns about mistreatment, harm, violence, and
abuse to a person or organization outside the community is seen as an existential and
potentially material threat to the community.
Punishing those who speak out serves as a warning to others, further suppressing any
watching survivors considering seeking support.
Examples of punishments of survivors and advocates:
Stalking, showing up everywhere a survivor goes, leaving items in cars or on doorsteps.
Denigrating a survivor or advocate in the community, blaming anything that goes wrong
in community on a survivor or advocate, ex: "Mary must have poisoned the
crops/vandalized the tools/stolen the washtub, etc."
Shunning; cutting a survivor or advocate off completely from any remaining loving or
supportive community ties and from basic living necessities; leaving a survivor without
ways to survive, learn another way of life, obtain necessary citizenship documentation,
etc.
Smearing and spreading rumors about a survivor or advocate as difficult, angry, wanton,
promiscuous, a liar, a troublemaker. This makes life utterly unlivable within the
community.
Preaching against speaking out about abuse, naming specific survivors and advocates
and labeling them as wicked.

Any intervention that is not led and informed by survivors and
advocates who have been cast out of Amish and Plain communities
—and especially any intervention that specifically excludes them—
is one that is aligned with the High Control Group and becomes part
of the Group's system of control.

Dr. Harder's Interventions Impact Advocates and Survivors
Advocates from The Misfit Amish and A Better Way work with a network of advocates and survivors
who provide informed supportive interventions to serve survivors and prevent violence in Amish and
Plain communities. They come from inside of Amish and Plain communities and understand the High
Control methods of Amish and Plain leaders.
For years, they have found creative ways to get prevention resources and survivor support into
communities, to accompany survivors interfacing with Child Welfare and law enforcement, to educate
providers, and to provide safe and age-appropriate body and sex education to people within Amish and
Plain communities.
Throughout their years of work, leaders of the High Control Group have maligned them, their clients,
and their expertise. They have sustained reputation-smearing, Plain and Amish men railing against their
work in private and in public, and broad derisive dismissal from academics enamored with Plain and
Amish culture.
Still, they have steadfastly persisted in showing up for some of the most marginalized survivors, and in
educating those within Amish and Plain communities about abuse prevention and the right to bodily
autonomy.
When Dr. Harder entered their sphere, she gave legitimacy to many of the leaders who had been
working unrelentingly against survivors and advocates for years.

When survivors and advocates have tried to ascertain whether Dr. Harder has or
intends to work with, interview, or research survivors, it has been unclear to what
extent, if any, she does or has. She has stated on repeated occasions that she
began her work and her study with community leaders and "intends" to study
survivors at some point, but that she would need to get IRB approval. Her published
work reflects a noticeable lack of survivor perspectives.
In 2018, A Better Way advocates reached out to Into Account. They were dealing with the brand-new-onthe-scene organization Anabaptist Sexual Abuse Awareness (ASAA), which was comprised of Amish
and Plain leaders who had long been engaged in coverups, as well as dismissing and maligning
survivors and advocates. ASAA was putting on a symposium, and A Better Way was looking for advice
in responding to them.
Allen Hoover was one of ASAA's representatives.
A Better Way and Into Account developed a professional relationship, with A Better Way educating Into
Account on their context and Into Account sharing advocacy strategies and resources.
In 2019, A Better Way and Into Account became aware that Allan Hoover would be publishing a book
with Dr. Harder. The advocates and survivors from Amish and Plain contexts were alarmed that Allan
Hoover would be given a large platform.

Dr. Harder Evades or Engages Dismissively with
Survivors from Plain and Amish Contexts
The first attempt to engage Dr. Harder was a conversation on the social media announcement of the
release of the book. A Better Way expressed concerns about Allen Hoover, which Dr. Harder evaded in
a dismissive manner. This pattern of survivors and advocates from Amish and Plain contexts
expressing concerns and Dr. Harder evading them continued after the book was published, and
continues today, in June 2022.
When advocates spoke with her on the phone about their concerns, she repeatedly denied knowing
about specific parts of her own book, ended the conversation abruptly, then emailed afterwards to say
she couldn’t hear them well. When multiple Plain survivors and advocates tried to engage with her on
social media, she blocked them. In a later e-mail response that came after months of attempts to
engage her and some limited censure by her former organization, she dismissed social media and said
it was not a good platform for communication.
Dr. Tara Mitchell, a researcher who collaborates with The Misfit Amish and A Better Way, reached out
to Dr. Harder to ask how she vetted the facilities she recommended in her book. At first, Mitchell
received no response. When Dr. Mitchell sent another email repeating her question, Dr. Harder
responded that she must have lost the first email. While she admitted to not vetting the facilities, Dr.
Harder evaded or ignored Dr. Mitchell’s further questions about the ethics of her treatment of survivors.

A Sampling of Dr. Harder's Responses
to Advocate and Survivor Communications
“As much as I love the convenience of cell phones and conference calls, please know that I
was unable to hear everything you said. And in such a sensitive conversation when we don’t
yet know each other well, misunderstandings can certainly occur.”
“As I (tried to) say on the phone, I have utmost respect for Allen, and I am pleased with what
we were able to write together, and for the way in which our book is being received by Plain
communities.”
"Sorry for not responding to your earlier email. I don't know what happened – maybe it didn't
get to me. I'm glad you tried again."

"Facebook [is not a good place to reach me]. I should have not invited people to reach out
to me by "message" – I prefer email as you are doing.
Also, I will be off the grid for the next few days as I will be visiting several Amish
communities."
"I am flooded with other responsibilities and projects so forgive my brief response. I did not
vet the facilities in Appendix B of Allen and my book other than visiting a couple of them."
"Call me old school, but I do not engage in these kinds of dialogues on social media."

Primary Impacts of Dr. Harder's Work Alignment with
High Control Group Leaders
Dr. Harder repeats High Control Group messaging about Amish and Plain people, which is
flat out misinformation, giving providers false ideas about the rates at which and the ways
in which sexual violence and abuse show up in Amish and Plain contexts, leaving them illequipped to support survivors or prevent violence.
Dr. Harder grants legitimacy to abusive and abuse-enabling people, processes, facilities,
treatments, and systems.
Dr. Harder ignores and dismisses survivors and advocates from Amish and Plain contexts
who have been cast out, giving legitimacy to the Groups' practice of ignoring and
dismissing them. She diminishes, instead of expands, their reach and effectiveness.
Dr. Harder has wide platforms with which to spread her High Control Group-aligned
messaging. She is the chair of a social work program. She writes in academic journals, in
popular culture media, in Anabaptist media, and in organizational blogs. She gives
trainings, writes books, and does research. She extends the reach of Patriarchal High
Control Religious messaging.
Dr. Harder spreads a widely-held stereotype that people from Amish and Plain
communities have simple minds that cannot grasp complex concepts. She and those
influenced by her work treat Amish and Plain people condescendingly and withhold
relevant information from them for fear it is too graphic or complex.
Dr. Harder's belief that Amish and Plain people are simple extends to leaders. She believes
that if leaders just "receive education" about sexual violence, they will understand it is bad
and try to stop it. She is unable to see that the beliefs, behaviors, and culture that enable
abuse are cultivated by leaders to suppress any negative truths about the Group.

Expert Analysis of Dr. Harder's Behaviors and Impacts
"Dr. Harder is harming children with her recommendations. And people will trust this because of
her credentials. She makes our work even harder. If she was going to partner with someone like
Allen Hoover, who has repeatedly spoken against reporting violence and abuse and who thinks of
rape and abuse as sinful impulses and sexual addiction, she could have at least insisted on
quality work. Even minor changes could have improved the book while remaining 'culturally
sensitve.' Instead she uses the old idea of 'Oh, Plain people are simple people. We must cater to
them.' Please! Knock it off and tell them the truth. Do it kindly, sure, but they can handle it." Hope Anne Dueck, A Better Way
“Jeanette Harder regularly manipulates the people she is speaking with by modifying her
message to one that would be better received by a particular audience. She makes
recommendations to Plain people for books and treatments that she's never reviewed, so she's
(supposedly) unaware that those books and treatments are in opposition to her
recommendations for believing the survivors and for mandated reporting.” - Dr. Tara Mitchell,
researcher

For Two Years, Dr. Harder Has Refused the Input of Survivors and Advocates
After initial phone calls with Allen Hoover and Dr. Harder to discuss concerns regarding their book,
Hope Anne Dueck and advocacy colleague Amanda Crist followed up with an e-mail in June 2020 that
made suggestions about some of the most harmful components of the book. They received no reply to
the e-mail.
Two years later, after many attempts to communicate with Dr. Harder, 20 survivors and advocates from
Amish and Plain contexts have come together in an open letter to Dr. Harder asking her to trust the
leadership of Amish and Plain advocates and survivors and to stop presenting as an expert, stop giving
trainings, and to stop researching, writing, and speaking about sexual violence and abuse in Amish and
Plain contexts.
She responded only when asked to do so by her former organization. Her response takes no
responsibility, claims that she isn't seeking training or speaking opportunities despite upcoming
engagements, and uses tricky language to distance herself from her recommendations that survivors
be referred to internal Amish and Plain systems. She also states that she does not have IRB approval to
speak with survivors, despite having attempted to recruit Amish and Plain advocates and survivors for
her study on social media.

"I’m sorry that you have interpreted my words as calling Plain community
people as anything less than intelligent."

"If I do return
to that study,
I will need to
get ethics
approval to
include
survivors’
voices to
ensure that
harm is not
done through
the process
or as a result
of the
research."

"I am also not actively
seeking opportunities
to offer cultural
awareness trainings
to professionals."
Scheduled Presentations:
June 2 - 4
Amish Conference
"Who is caring for our
children? Amish and
Plain involvement and
foster and adoption"
June 9 - 10
Clinton Community
College
Amish Cultural
Awareness - Child Safety

"I have never
advised
professionals
to 'turn over'
investigations
to CCI teams or
any of the Plain
communities
mentoring
programs."
Dr. Harder's Training Handout

Case Study Recommendations
Interventions into High Control Groups should be led by advocates and survivors who have lived within
the Groups. Such interventions cannot ignore the perspectives of cast out former members. It is never
too late to reorient toward survivors and advocates.
Accepting accountability can be difficult.It can be hard to admit that one has aligned with High Control
Group messaging, systems, and leaders that enable abuse to flourish.
The Misfit Amish, A Better Way, and Into Account offers the same recommendation to Dr. Harder as the
twenty Plain and Amish survivors who asked her to stop presenting herself as an expert on Plain and
Amish sexual abuse. It is time she honor that request.
More generally, for all those who have caused harm through well-intentioned alignment with High
Control Group leaders:
Take a break. If you're realizing you've bought in to High Control Group messaging or systems, it
can be an overwhelming experience. It will take time to separate controlling messaging from
reality. Stop any collaboration with High Control Group members or leaders. Rest. If you have them,
re-read messages from people who tried to extricate you from the High Control Group. Work to
drop the defensiveness that has kept you aligned with the High Control Group. Read or listen to
stories from others who have left High Control Groups.
Go easy on yourself without letting yourself off the hook. You will be able to apologize and work to
rectify harm done. You're a human who was deceived by expert deceivers. That's ok. Not taking
responsibility for damage you did during that time, however, is not ok.
Get expert help finding a person, organization, or process that can provide you with the support
you need to disentangle yourself from the High Control Group, and to create processes of
accountability for the harm you've caused.

Included here is the full text of thorough and generous early attempts made by Amish and
Plain survivors and advocates to invite Dr. Harder to prioritize survivors and healthy
violence prevention, as well as the full text of the letter from 20 advocates, two years later,
simply asking Dr. Harder to stop.
In addition included below is Dr. Harder's full response that was excerpted above.

Full Text of Communications
From: My Community Too <m**********@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Jun 14, 2020 at 9:28 PM
Subject: Book Review
To: j******@******.net
Hi Jeanette and Allen,
It was great talking with you a few months ago about the book. We so appreciate your candor and
willingness to discuss the issues, as well as your kindness. I apologize for the delay in emailing you—
the coronavirus has impacted so much!
Jeanette, I was hoping you could forward this to Allen as I seem to have misplaced his email. Thank
you!
Here I will list the most important concerns:
1. Committees
I was very impressed with Alan’s proactive measures to establish committees within the Amish and
Mennonite communities. I believe it is a good first step to move toward better safety for the children.
That being said, our book review will discuss the committees, as we are concerned that the way that
they are chosen and the connection to the hierarchy of the community could be a problem. We have
seen time and again how things are covered up in closed systems with no outside accountability.
Would you be open to suggesting a further direction for committees in the book, that of vetting
members through an interview process, with interviewers from various Amish/Mennonite
communities/committees outside the immediate community, or something similar which provides
checks and balances? Survivors should also always be on committees whenever possible. Also,
training of all committee members would be vitally important as well, and possibly a curriculum to
train committee members could be developed and vetted as well.
Some kind of caveat could be included in the book for survivors who might go to a committee first-depending on the community, the committee could be safe or not. I think this could be done in a way
that would not “scare” people away from committees, but provide more safety for all. Additionally,
law-enforcement and child protective services should always be mentioned as the primary places that
victims should go to report a crime. Maybe there could be a section on ‘how to tell if a committee will
be safe for you.’ You discuss committees on page 70. (cont.)

And one more thing we should add is that in a recent court case attended by several advocates, a church
that had been counseled by one of the committees was still asking a young girl whose abuse started at
age 6 to repent. We are not sure how that happened but either there was a miscommunication or the
church did not follow the committee guidelines even though they definitely shared that they had been
counseled by the committee. It might be good for Committees to have specific guidelines on how to
relate to court cases and the legal system, as well as guidelines about counseling victims, offenders, and
churches.
2. Abuse disclosure
In the book there is a section that talks about when a child discloses abuse, page 68, where it suggests,
“Sometimes a child will disclose abuse to an extended family member, such as a grandparent, aunt, or
cousin. We encourage such extended family members to get help from the ministry or from a crisis team
member outside the family.” The section then goes on to discuss again on page 68, “we should first go to
the home ministry.” Not until the end of page 68 does it discuss going to authorities. We would strongly
recommend that in any case of suspected abuse, people go to the civil authorities. In every Protestant
church I would recommend this path without hesitation, because many churches currently cover up abuse
and are not trained to investigate or handle abuse allegations. We would ask that you revise this section
of the book to suggest that as soon as parents or others hear about abuse, they go to civil authorities.
They can get support from the church home ministry or committees simultaneously. The book should
discuss taking the child to a Child Advocacy Center, which is specifically designed to work with multiple
authorities and experts and who will provide child-friendly, forensic interviews which will hold up in court.
The process is also the least traumatic for the child. Good Child Advocacy Centers are the gold standard
and you can find out which ones are the best in your state.
3. Views on Survivors
We are hoping that you will remove some key phrases in the book that may give readers a distorted view
of survivors:
On page 27, it states that “the sacredness of the marriage bond has been defiled.” Depending on which
way a survivor reads this, the person could feel that they are spiritually defiled/made impure by an event
in childhood, which also spiritually defiles their marriage. After speaking with you, I don’t believe this is
the message you want to convey. Would you be willing to change the sentence to read: “impacts future
marriage and relationships,” or something similar?
Also, on page 27, it says that an abused child’s “conscience has been seared.” We explained the view we
have been taught, and I believe your definition was different, namely that it’s an unreliable conscience,
one that might think that wrong things are right, and right things are wrong. We would ask that you
remove this phrase from the book as a number of readers might surmise from the phrasing that you are
implying the child has become evil, since many people have this Biblical view of this phrase.
We are also unsure of your thoughts in general about the conscience of a victim or survivor. Maybe you
could explain a little more. Do you believe that survivors have a hard time determining right from wrong? I
might disagree here--survivors may have a more heightened sense of right and wrong. (cont.)

What might happen is that when they tell a caregiver or community member, and that person does not
act, the child then becomes confused about right and wrong, as their caregivers did not respond to evil
the way they should have. It is the caregivers and community who often do not have the proper
conscience. The child could also have a confused sense of right and wrong after experiencing the
manipulation of the abuser. “Temporary confused sense of right and wrong” might be a more adequate
phrase than describing the conscience itself.
Another phrase is on page 73--a portion of the committee statement states that “Jesus does restore to
Purity.” After discussing with you, we believe your view that the child is not made positionally impure
before God by being abused, but may feel impure and need the comfort of feeling restored. I realize you
are quoting a committee statement here, but surely it would it be possible to have the committee itself
revise its statement, or perhaps you could provide an extra word in the book in brackets, so that it would
read, “that Jesus can and does restore [feelings/a sense of] wholeness and purity . . .”
We also notice that the book mentions troubled children a few times. It might be worth also mentioning
that some children will try to be perfect and won’t look troubled on the outside. The descriptions of
troubled youth are on page 18, 32, and 67.
4. Views on Abusers
After speaking with you, we are hopeful that we are in agreement on the heinous nature of the crimes that
some of these men/women commit. In that spirit we hope you will consider changing some of the
phrasing in the book surrounding abusers. I believe that you are trying to get your audience to slowly
understand how this kind of abuse would be possible. However, we feel that the evil nature of the crimes
should be addressed more clearly.
On page 69, in the discussion about Matthew 18, perpetrators are referred to as brothers. On page 70 it
says, “such a brother has not only trespassed against his neighbor, but he has broken the laws of God
himself . . .” We would ask that you go through the section and change “brother” to “man” or “person.”
While we understand that readers might see him as a brother, in reality he may not be. He may not be
repentant, but a hardened perpetrator. People should be aware of this possibility. Also, some offenders
are women.
In the description on support groups starting on page 70, people need to be warned that even if the
person seems repentant, they may not be. We know that child abusers are very talented at lying, and can
fake repentance easily. An unsuspecting support group could be taken in.
On page 25, you discuss how impure desires and talk can lead to inappropriate actions. We believe this is
a non-sequitur except if we are referring to young boys who could be more easily swayed and are on the
beginning of the wrong path. A large number of Christians are under the wrong impression that child
molestation is a sin that a man can “fall into.” In reality, as we know, often adult child molesters have
deep-seated desires that are well developed and have been executed as ‘well thought out’, heinous
crimes. An average person might get the wrong impression that by cleaning up language and focusing on
purity, the danger of child molestation will be reduced. However, this approach is not going to help much.
Also, not all men who make dirty jokes are attracted to or molest children. (cont.)

Maybe this section can be developed more to discuss how it really happens, how desire begins and
translates to action. We would recommend Anna Salter’s book, Predators, or this interview with Cory
Jewell Jensen.
https://www.pbs.org/video/wkgb-connections-cory-jewell-jensen/
We do understand the audience you are trying to reach, in which there are people who could never
imagine one of their own doing something like this. You are trying to bring them to an understanding. We
all want to avoid the “monster” fallacy, that those who commit these crimes are not like us, so therefore a
person we love couldn’t do it. However, at the same time, we are doing the audience a disservice if the
crime is soft-pedalled. They won’t be aware of the true nature of the danger or the lengths to which some
of these people will go, or will overlook the terrible nature of the crime.
On page 5, 70, and 71 (and possibly other places), you discuss child molestation as an addiction. We
believe it is only partly useful to discuss it this way, namely in example you gave us-- that in the same way
alcoholics stay away from alcohol, child molesters should always stay away from children. It may also be
similar in that it is a desire that takes over and is difficult to stop. However, that is where we feel the
similarities end. We feel that child molestation is closer to murder. We would not usually speak of
someone being addicted to murder, or to habitually hurting children for pleasure. We would have stronger
words, and we feel that to not speak more plainly about this matter is to do a real disservice to all. We
have seen over and over how churches “love on” abusers because they do not wish to see the truth. The
conscience of the entire community needs to have compassion for victims, more than perpetrators, to
keep children safe.
Also if we are too soft on abusers, it puts the whole community at risk, because they will not be on guard
for cunning craftiness or fake repentance, and will welcome them back in, hoping that they won’t “mess
up” again. We will plan to address this issue in the book review, and hopefully it’s something future
versions of your book can address.
Book Recommendations
We recommend removing Protecting their Purity: Protecting Innocent Children from Sexual Abuse from
your recommended list. Jeanette emailed me and said that you had removed it thank you!
There are a few more issues that we address in the book review. Overall we appreciate your efforts in this
area, and in speaking with you we felt even better. We know that you are truly pushing for understanding
and change for the protection of children. We also realize that the book review may not exactly make you
happy but we hope that it will address some important issues for those who read it. Wishing you well in
your future endeavors and please let us know if we can be of assistance to your research or other areas.
Sincerely,
Amanda and Hope
(end of e-mail)

May 5, 2022
Dear Dr. Harder,
We are writing to you today as survivors of abuse, as advocates, and as children raised in Amish/Plain
communities where many of the practices you recommend have been implemented for many years.
You are promoting an interpretation of Amish/Plain people that comes from those in the upper echelon
of our societal structures. You have further empowered the most powerful people in our communities
and enabled their silencing of those at the bottom of those same societal structures. While you claim to
be helping protect children, your chosen allies are thwarting our access to meaningful interventions to
end and prevent domestic violence and child abuse for Amish/Plain people and their children, and you
are granting them legitimacy to continue doing so.
You promote books and facilities that violate the social work code of ethics in your writing and teaching.
For example, you list many unlicensed Amish/Plain-run mental health facilities as recommended
resources, even though many of those facilities are widely known to abuse clients and ignore their
mandated reporting obligations. By doing so, you are legitimizing books, facilities, and teachings that
have repeatedly harmed survivors.
Have you read any of the books listed as resources in For the Sake of a Child? We ask this because, on
page 106 of For the Sake of a Child, Sacred Subjects is listed. To a Girl of Eleven (one of the Sacred
Subjects books), states on page 16 “And when you sleep, either be sure your door is closed, or you are
properly clothed or covered. Your brother, innocently coming upon you, and seeing your partly uncovered
body, may suddenly have strong sexual desires aroused within him. His intentions were not bad, but he
suddenly finds himself the victim of your carelessness, and the lusts of his own body.”
This is just one example among many of the destructive teachings and victim-blaming in these books you
recommend. Many Amish and Plain Mennonites grew up learning from the Sacred Subjects booklets.
Imagine our shock and horror to find out a social work professor has recommended these books.
In your email correspondence with Dr. Tara Mitchell, when asked whether or not you vetted the facilities
you recommend in the book, you stated “I did not vet the facilities in Appendix B other than visiting a
couple of them – I should have included that as a disclaimer in the book.” Dr. Harder, we are not asking
for a disclaimer. A disclaimer does not matter to vulnerable people looking for help. Your response
indicates you are concerned about your own legal consequences, not that you are concerned for the
survivors impacted by your work, including children. There is a demonstrated, and in some cases
documented, pattern of abuse in these facilities that have now been given legitimacy and credibility by
your book.
Children are the most vulnerable of all and are the ones that suffer the most from your recommendations
in your teaching, writing, and workshops that you have provided to law enforcement and other
professionals. You may be well-intentioned, but that does not change the fact that your
recommendations are harmful. The advocates among us have received multiple calls about cases of
child abuse being reported to appropriate agencies, such as Law Enforcement and/or DHS/CYS/CPS,
only to have the agency charged with investigating turn the investigation over to the Conservative Crisis
Intervention team or church appointed committee. (cont.)

We’d like to remind you that the church appointed committees or CCIs lack any training on how to
perform an appropriate investigation into allegations of child abuse or domestic violence. Dr. Harder,
whether you intend this or not, your teachings are legitimizing unethical and inappropriate practices
within the secular systems in place to protect children and allowing them to turn a blind eye to an
Amish/Plain child or person in need of outside help.
Further, your writing indicates a rather obvious lack of respect for the worth of Amish persons. In your
2021 Child Welfare Article you wrote: “Due to cultural expectations, the Amish are not often in the
practice of critiquing or analyzing their own thoughts or behaviors, or thinking abstractly” (Harder, 2021,
p. 83). Dr Harder, we are not cognitively impaired. Amish/Plain people engage in critical and abstract
thinking and self-critique on a regular basis. It is ignorant at best to assume that all or most Amish/Plain
people lack these basic cognitive functions. It’s also inaccurate to portray us as incapable of exploring
interpersonal and intrapersonal problems. Our lives are inherently worthy of respect.
By writing about us this way, you’re revealing that you think you know us far better than you actually do,
and that you’ve already decided that we’re all stupid.
It is obvious that you, Dr Harder, have been duped by the powerful leaders inside Amish/Plain
Communities into believing whatever they would like you to believe. You speak as though you are
educating them, but you don’t understand our culture well enough to understand their motives. They are
using you as a tool to manage their image in society, specifically those outside Plain communities, while
evading accountability for their actions. Abusers remain good Amish/Plain people and victims of their
abuse are all too often driven out of the community by these same powerful people – people like your coauthor, Allen Hoover – who have become your allies. The children and other vulnerable people inside of
these Amish/Plain communities could have benefitted the most from you using your power and position
to actually provide them and the world with evidence-based best practice information for all forms of
abuse prevention.
Instead, your work is encouraging our people to place unquestioned trust in church and community
leaders, and encouraging law enforcement and child protective services to let those leaders speak for
and over victims, apparently in the name of “cultural competency.” What you are doing is not “cultural
competency”; it is an obvious inability to receive information from the most vulnerable people inside of
insular communities with limited access to resources.
For many years now, we have been trying to help vulnerable people in these communities report child
abuse without the interference of the church or community leaders. It takes years to build the kind of
trust that is needed in this work. Your teachings are undermining our efforts.
The 2021 Revisions of the National Association of Social Workers Code of Ethics state that, "Social
workers should demonstrate awareness and cultural humility by engaging in critical self-reflection
(understanding their own bias and engaging in self-correction); recognizing clients as experts of their
own culture; committing to life-long learning; and holding institutions accountable for advancing cultural
humility."

Dr. Harder, in 2021, you were so confident in your own interpretation of our culture that you published an
academic article claiming that we don’t engage in abstract thought. You ignore or block us even when we
reach out to you with civility and kindness. What do you teach your social work students about survivors
like us?
As advocates, survivors, and Amish/Plain cultural insiders, many of us have attempted to engage in
conversations with you to explain how your teachings will harm Amish/Plain abuse survivors for decades.
Your reactions to our outreach lead us to believe that Amish/Plain church leaders have already told you
what to think about us and our work.
At this time, we ask you to stop positioning yourself as an expert on any type of abuse inside of
Amish/Plain communities. We ask that you stop writing, speaking and doing research on Amish/Plain
communities. We ask that you take public accountability for the harm your teachings have already caused
and will cause in future generations of Amish/Plain people and children. Your work is negatively affecting
us, our clients, our families, and other people we care about. We do not trust you. Please stop.

From: j******@*******.net
Date: 5/12/22 7:58 AM (GMT-07:00)
To: 'Mary Byler' <themisfitamish@gmail.com>
Cc: --Dr. Harder's Former NonProfit organization's e-mail's redacted-Subject: RE: An Open Letter to Dr Jeanette Harder
Hello Mary.
Thank you for your letter. I appreciate how you’ve located my work and used it to express your concerns.
And I appreciate how you’ve looked at the social work code of ethics.
I’m sorry I’ve been inaccessible to you. I don’t recall ever turning down a dialogue with you or any others
who signed the letter. Maybe your requests have come by email and gotten caught in my spam filter? It’s
interesting that you say you’ve been reaching out to me for decades when I just began this work in 2014.
I’m also sorry that you have interpreted my words as calling Plain community people as anything less
than intelligent. The sentence you pulled from my article was in relation to what therapy models might be
most effective with people from Plain communities. In speaking with licensed therapists who work with
Plain communities, they have shared that people-centered and behavioral approaches are usually most
effective rather than any of the cognitive-behavioral approaches.
As you state, it’s very difficult to make any generalized statement that describes all Plain community
individuals, families, and communities. The diversity amongst them is incredible as is the nuances within
their family and community structures. I have spent considerable time with all types of Amish and Old
Order Mennonites across the U.S. and Canada. I also seek and incorporate feedback from a wide variety
of Plain community individuals.
I am not currently engaged in any research in regards to Plain communities and child abuse. I began a
research study last summer to learn about the crisis teams and observed many of the things that you
mention. I have not had time to return to that study, and don’t know if I will return to it. If I do return to
that study, I will need to get ethics approval to include survivors’ voices to ensure that harm is not done
through the process or as a result of the research. I will not be publishing or presenting on this study as I
have not completed data collection let alone data analysis.
I am also not actively seeking opportunities to offer cultural awareness trainings to professionals. When I
have provided trainings, I have never advised professionals to “turn over” investigations to CCI teams or
any of the Plain communities mentoring programs. I have also explained that the mentoring programs are
run by Plain community men who have received no professional training; rather, I encourage
professionals to connect survivors with licensed programs, like those at Philhaven (PA), Oaklawn (IN),
and SpringHaven (OH).
I know it is very hard for survivors to reach out for help, and it’s awful when they are further harmed by socalled helpers. I sincerely hope that evidence-based practices can be determined and implemented to
help survivors of all racial and cultural groups. I’m sorry that Allen and my book legitimizes programs that
you have experienced as harmful.
Social workers are trained to help people with all types of issues, even if they themselves carry different
identities and have not experienced the same types of harm. (cont.)

I’m glad we could have this brief, but respectful dialogue. Call me old school, but I don’t engage in these
kinds of dialogues on social media. While we may use different approaches and come from different
backgrounds, we are all working toward abuse prevention and safety for survivors. A Google search
shows me that you’ve done incredible work with clothing displays. I’ve viewed these displays in the past
in “English” contexts and find them incredibly important and compelling.

With respect,
Jeanette
(end of e-mail)

